MEMORANDUM

To: Lawrence Williams  
Chair, Undergraduate Council  

From: Elaine Charlie  

Date: January 26, 2006  

Re: Undergraduate Council Approvals

I have approved all council recommendations related to academic policies and procedures:

UC 8518 05F: Academic Policies & Procedures Committee Report (Re: UC 8499 05F) 7/13/05
UC 8751 05F: Academic Policies & Procedures Committee Report (Re: UC 8533 05F) 10/26/05
UC 8794 05F: Academic Policies & Procedures Committee Report (Re: UC 8538 05F) 11/26/05
UC 8797 05F: Academic Policies and Procedures Committee Report (Re: UC 8542 05F) 11/15/05
UC 8802 05F: Academic Policies & Procedures Report (Re: UC 8798 05F) 12/2/05

I have approved all council recommendations related to core curriculum:

UC 8589 05F: THEA 1331: Introduction to Theatre (core VPA)
UC 8590 05F: THEA 1332: Fundamentals of Theatre (core VPA)
UC 8644 05F: CUST 2300: Introduction to Asian American Studies (new Soc Sci core course)
UC 8645 05F: TECH 1313: Impact of Modern Technology on Society (new Soc Sci core course)
UC 8700 05F: ANTH 3316: Society & Culture of Indian Deities (new Soc Sci core course)
UC 8719 05F: CHNS 2260: A Look into Modern China (new Humanities core course)
UC 8729 05F: CHNS 3354: Chinese Language and Culture (new Humanities core course)
UC 8789 05F: 2.0 Core GPA - Modified at matriculation; no longer required, effective immediately
UC 8800 05F: GEOL 1350: Introduction to Meteorology (new Nat Sci core)
UC 8801 05F: GEOL 1302: Introduction to Global Climate Change (new Nat Sci core)

I have approved all council recommendations related to degree programs:

UC 8493 05S: Deletion of HIST 1376 and HIST 1379
UC 8494 05S: Catalog Change Request in Psychology
UC 8498 05S: HLT 4309: Health Disparities (new course)
UC 8500 05F: TRSTE 4351: Instructional Strategies & Design for Training & Development
UC 8501 05F: CUIN 3203: Performance-Focused Teaching (new course)
UC 8504 05F: CUIN 3202: Content-Focused Teaching (new course)
UC 8507 05F: CUIN 2201: Teaching Young Children (new course)
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UC 8308 05F: HDCS 3360: Entrepreneurship
UC 8409 05F: HDCS 4370: Technology Entrepreneurship
UC 8510 05F: HDCS 4372: Forecasting for Technology
UC 8511 05F: HDCS 4374: Entrepreneurial E-Tailing
UC 8512 05F: HDCS 4375: Strategies in E-Tailing
UC 8513 05F: HDCS 4376: Resources in Technology Entrepreneurship
UC 8514 05F: HDCS 4380: Mercantilising
UC 8516 05F: TRDE 4340: Training Techniques for Supervisors
UC 8517 05F: TRDE 4346: Training and Development Programs
UC 8519 05F: Elimination of BA in Russian Studies
UC 8521 05F: COMD 3381: Fundamentals of Audiology
UC 8522 05F: COMD 3382: Aural Rehabilitation
UC 8523 05F: ECON 4372: Economics of Education (new course)
UC 8524 05F: German Area Studies Degree Plan change
UC 8525 05F: GERM 3502: Beginning German I
UC 8526 05F: GERM 2331: Intermediate German I
UC 8527 05F: GERM 2332: Intermediate German II
UC 8528 05F: GERM 4372: German Culture and Civilization
UC 8529 05F: GERM 4391: Professional Practicum in a German Speaking Country
UC 8530 05F: Changes to Global Energy Management track for Finance Majors
UC 8531 05F: Risk Management and Insurance (RM) advising track for Finance majors and RM minor
UC 8532 05F: Global Energy Management Minor
UC 8534 05F: Management Information Systems (MIS) major course sequence change
UC 8535 05F: Management Information Systems (MIS) changes for the minor
UC 8536 05F: Management Information Systems (MIS) minor for Computer Science students
UC 8537 05F: Operations Management major course sequence changes
UC 8540 05F: Global Business minor
UC 8541 05F: GENB 2301: Business Process, Careers, and Protocol (new course) & Delete GENB 1001
UC 8549 05F: DISC 3367: Production & Logistics System Design (delete)
UC 8550 05F: DISC 4331: Logistics & the Regulatory Environment (delete)
UC 8551 05F: DISC 3356: Business Data Base Management Systems
UC 8552 05F: DISC 3386: Systems Analysis & Design (currently 4370)
UC 8553 05F: DISC 4368: Supply Chain Control Systems
UC 8555 05F: DISC 4364: Global Supply Chain Operations (renumbering from 4387)
UC 8556 05F: DISC 4390: Energy Supply Chain (new course)
UC 8559 05F: FINA 4170: Global Energy Management Colloquium (new course)
UC 8560 05F: FINA 4351: Futures & Options
UC 8561 05F: FINA 4375: Economics of Energy (new course)
UC 8562 05F: GENB 2301: Business Process, Careers, and Protocol (currently GENB 1001)
UC 8563 05F: GENB 4350: Business Law & Ethics
UC 8564 05F: GENB 5304: Business Ethics
UC 8565 05F: GENB 5305: Commercial Law (new course)
UC 8566 05F: GENB 5397: Selected Topics in Business (new course)
UC 8567 05F: MANA 4331: Current Issues in Human Resource Management
UC 8568 05F: MANA 4334: Industrial Relations
UC 8569 05F: MANA 4338: Performance Management Systems
UC 8570 05F: MANA 4553: Management Training and Career Development
UC 8571 05F: MANA 4559: Selection and Staffing
UC 8572 05F: MANA 4558: Compensation Systems
UC 8648 0SF: ELET 3402: Communications Circuits
UC 8649 0SF: ELET 3402: Sensor Applications
UC 8650 0SF: ELET 3405: Microprocessor Architecture
UC 8651 0SF: ELET 3425: Embedded Systems
UC 8652 0SF: ELET 4200: Senior Project Laboratory
UC 8653 0SF: ELET 4308: Senior Project
UC 8654 0SF: ELET 4311: Computer Based Communications and Security Issues for Electrical Power Systems
UC 8655 0SF: ELET 4326: Power Converter Circuits
UC 8656 0SF: ELET 4421: Computer Networks
UC 8657 0SF: Program name change: Electrical Power Engineering Technology (memo)
UC 8658 0SF: Delete ELET Labs: ELET 4121, 3102, 4121
UC 8660 0SF: Degree title change: BS in Mechanical Engineering Technology (memo)
UC 8662 0SF: Changes to minors in EPE and CETE
UC 8664 0SF: TECH 3365: Applications of Discrete Methods in Technology
UC 8665 0SF: Program name change: Supply Chain and Logistic Technology (memo)
UC 8666 0SF: ITEC 2348: Information Systems Application Development (new course)
UC 8667 0SF: ITEC 1200: Computers in Technology
UC 8668 0SF: ITEC 2312: Information Technology Hardware and Systems Software
UC 8669 0SF: ITEC 2334: Information Systems Applications
UC 8670 0SF: ITEC 2336: Internet Application Development
UC 8671 0SF: ITEC 3343: Information Systems Analysis and Design
UC 8672 0SF: ITEC 3347: Principles of Information Management
UC 8673 0SF: ITEC 3355: Integrated Information Systems
UC 8674 0SF: ITEC 3365: Database Management
UC 8675 0SF: ITEC 4338: Database Administration and Implementation
UC 8676 0SF: ITEC 4339: Enterprise Applications Development
UC 8677 0SF: ITEC 4375: Project Management and Practice
UC 8678 0SF: ITEC 5369: Digital Print Workflow Management
UC 8679 0SF: Changes to Information Systems Technology degree plan
UC 8687 0SF: ARCH 3225: Conceptual Structural Systems
UC 8688 0SF: ARCH 3236: Conceptual Environmental Systems
UC 8689 0SF: ARCH 3235: Quantitative Structural Systems
UC 8690 0SF: ARCH 3236: Quantitative Environmental Systems
UC 8691 0SF: ARCH 3365: Architectural Research
UC 8692 0SF: ARCH 3366: Materials and Methods
UC 8693 0SF: ARCH 3367: Sustainable Architecture
UC 8694 0SF: ARCH 4325: Building Systems Integration
UC 8695 0SF: ARCH 4367: Case Studies in Sustainable Architecture
UC 8696 0SF: ARCH 5360: Practice of Architecture
UC 8697 0SF: ANTH 4392: Archaeological Field Work II
UC 8698 0SF: ANTH 4393: Research Practicum
UC 8701 0SF: Minor Degree Component in Medicine and Society
UC 8702 0SF: ANTH 4391: Archaeological Field Work I (new course)
UC 8703 0SF: ANTH 4342: Anthropology of Wine (new course)
UC 8704 0SF: ANTH 4393: Research Practicum (new course)
UC 8705 0SF: ANTH 4291: Research Practicum (new course)
UC 8706 0SF: ANTH 4395: Ethnographic Field Work I (new course)
UC 8707 0SF: ANTH 4896: Ethnographic Field Work II (new course)
UC 8708 0SF: ART 3375: Junior Photography/Digital Media Major
UC 8709 0SF: ART 3376: Junior Photography/Digital Media Major